
Introduction: 

Many savant people and experts used to believe that cryptocurrencies and block chains are just a faux 

while some thought that this is the new reality. Well it is hard to say who is right. “To not know is OK but 

to pretend to know is fatal.” In this technological era where things are changing at a faster pace, it is 

totally fine for a layman to not know much about ongoing changes. For person who is not much tech-

savvy, it gets difficult to adopt the much needed changes and learn new technologies. 

Many people who are new to cryptocurrency or bitcoin have a very meagre knowledge about block 

chains or other jargons used in it. Most of them are address, bit, BTC, hash rate, mining and wallet. 

Some of the folks do not even know that how will the cash flow operate and from where will the money 

come in or go out. Adding more to it, many newbies who are new to cryptocurrency have a lot of fears 

and insecurities. Some try not to rely on it because of the high trading fee and most of the people try to 

avoid this sort of ventures because they are unable to find a proper customer support on the other side 

of the river. 

There could be numerous other problems that a person could face while playing in bitcoins and crypto 

but at the end of the day it is totally fine because these are the jargons which one can learn at slower 

pace. 

After getting yourself acquainted with this book, a common man who is not having much knowledge 

about the cryptocurrency and related terms might get at ease with these jargons. Every beginner will 

find that every stereotype and myth which is associated with this field is just a lame fact because after 

going through the first few chapters, the reader will find that the myths that they have overheard were 

having no strong grounds and the society has just tried to hinder the real facts from them. 

After the reader has made himself compatible with the idea of this book, you will start exploring more 

about crypto. Initially we would be talking about how the life was before crypto and its brief history. 

Secondly we will take on our readers with the description of what cryptocurrency actually is. While 

digging further deep into it you will also realize that we have also discussed deeply into an important 

and key component; block chain. 

While talking a lot about Bitcoin, we will definitely talk about ALT COINS. These types of coins include all 

the types of cryptocurrencies other than the lucrative Bitcoin. Moreover in order to make this latest 

technology accessible and easy for all to use, new features are being introduced so that this can 

extended to further more masses. The developers have also been trying to make this system more 

secure and foolproof so that its users never have to worry about the services that they are going to use. 

If talking about myself, I was also totally a person who was blank about this new technology. I did not 

use to have much idea about this crypto thing. Being a person who used to knock at different doors and 

tried to get myself aware of the things that I did not know was my basic target. After doing hours of 

hectic research and making a lot of calls to different agencies and trustees, I came to a point that most 

of my doubts have been gone about this subject. I was now much confident that the skill I had learnt can 

now be easily imparted to other people of the society. Being a person who tried different ventures and 

getting failed at different endeavors also makes me think that I have cracked the cryptocurrencies and 

Bitcoin to the maximum of my capacity. 



After looking through the first few chapters, you will start realizing that despite the fact you were a 

rookie in the realm of crypto but after skimming the initial part of this book, you will definitely feel at 

ease with this newer and latest technology. 

Talking a little about my personal ventures and life experiences, I was also a random folk who used to 

invest and tried to make big money in conventional things. As the technology evolved and the things 

started to change at a much faster pace, it was a bigger chance that crypto and bitcoin is going to be the 

new future within no time. So in order to get myself known with this new kingdom of money I had to 

research a lot about this and had to find new ways by which we can get ourselves familiar with it. No 

doubt that cryptocurrency and bitcoin is very much new these days but the best part is that it is evolving 

and improving at a much faster pace. Keeping in mind all these factors and indicators I have gathered 

the blend of my experience and research in an easy way so that nobody feels left out. 

There is no uncertainty that cryptocurrency and bitcoin is quiet new but this never makes it something 

wrong. The conventional folding money which we all have been using for the past decades also has 

some problems which crypto and bitcoin did not have. One big reason to find more about 

cryptocurrency could possibly be that if our fiduciary system has shown some flaws and issues then 

there is no doubt, a need of much better system which has much stronger grounds to stand upon. 

Crypto and bitcoin might sound difficult to be dealt with due to its industry specific jargon but it goes for 

all the readers whether they are rookies or masters that I have covered all the topics that were having a 

great significance in this dominion. 

As the slogan goes that “change is good sometimes”. I personally cannot comment that how much time 

this currency shall take to rule the world but I perceive this from my inner eye that it will create a 

difference………………………………. definitely a real one. 


